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1 Introduction
The computation of three-dimensional skeletons is a fundamental tool for an in-
creasing number of applications related to shape matching and tracking, virtual
navigation, shape abstraction, animation control, growth modelling, analysis of
symmetries, path planning, feature recognition, etc.
The word skeleton in 2D refers to the medial axis of a given shape. The medial
surface of a volume (or 3D image) is deﬁned similarly to its 2D counterpart: it is
the set of the centers of all inscribed spheres of maximal radius [11]. It also can be
deﬁned, using a grass-ﬁre analogy, as the locus of points at which advancing ﬁre-
fronts would meet [6]. In a discrete space, 3D discrete skeletons are approximations
of the medial surface. In 3D the term skeleton also refers to a 1D skeleton which is
named centerline [27] [5] or curve-skeleton [15]
Several desirable properties for skeletons have been enumerated. The skele-
ton must be thin (1-voxel thick) and has to be homotopic to the original image.
Other desirable properties are reconstructability and medialness. In the discrete
space all these properties become mutually incompatible and, therefore, practical
skeletonisation methods are a compromise between them [12].
The strategy followed in this work can be outlined as follows. The skeleton is
computed as the union of successive residuals and gaps applying a thinning method.
The residuals are obtained from directional erosions. Gaps are those voxels whose
deletion would produce a non-homotopic skeleton. This approach satisﬁes the prop-
erties mentioned above in the following order of priority: homotopy, thinness and
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reconstructability. It follows an strategy ﬁrst introduced for 2D objects in [12] and
extended to 3D in [23]. The computation of residuals and, specially, gaps needs
an intensive use of Boolean operations. These operations were ﬁrst performed in a
voxel-based representation [12], then using an appropriate encoding (the Extreme
Vertices Model (EVM)) [23] which improved the execution time. In this work,
general Boolean operations on the EVM have been adapted to the special case of
Boolean operations needed to compute residuals and gaps reducing even more the
computation times.
We also show that this thinning algorithm can be generalized to any represen-
tation, provided it allows eﬃcient Boolean and displacement operations and it also
permits to obtain subvoxel skeletons from voxel representations.
This paper is structured as follows. After next section concerned to related
work and in order to make it as self-contained as possible, the thinning algorithm
is brieﬂy introduced in Section 3 and the adopted spatial encoding is described in
Section 4. The new adapted Boolean operations are presented in Section 5 with
results in Section 6. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 7.
2 Related work
2.1 Computing skeletons methods
There is a great amount of bibliography related with skeletonisation. In this section,
we consider the skeleton extraction of 3D objects, diﬀerentiating between methods
that extract the surface skeleton and methods interested in the curve-skeleton and
we follow the same classiﬁcation in four families of skeletonisation methods as in
[14], where the reader can ﬁnd an exhaustive survey on curve-skeleton methods.
The ﬁrst category of thinning methods produce skeletons by iteratively delet-
ing voxels from the boundary of the volume. An example of algorithm using this
technique to obtain the medial surface can be found in [20]. It is obvious that
the obtained skeleton depends partly on the order the voxels are processed. The
method in [7] computes the medial surface and from it the curve skeleton while
in [18] two methods are presented that compute the discrete medial surface and
the curve-skeleton, respectively. In [8] a curve skeleton is computed by a thinning
method as an intermediate process to fulﬁll a main goal of segmenting a triangular
mesh. First the triangular mesh is voxelized, then a curve skeleton is obtained and,
ﬁnally, it is transformed into a graph representation to which the mesh triangles
are associated. They use a codiﬁcation of the voxel model similar to the encoding
used in the work presented in this paper.
The second category of methods are based on distance transforms and com-
pute, for each voxel, the minimum distance to the background. Diﬀerent types of
metrics for discrete volumes are used, aiming at approximating the Euclidean dis-
tance so that rotation invariance is attained to some extend. Then, the ridges of
the induced scalar ﬁeld constitute the skeleton. Methods [19], [24] compute medial
surfaces, [5], [27] compute curve (tree-shaped) skeletons from tree-shaped structures
as blood vessels and [9], [10] compute curve skeletons from general shapes. The ap-
proach in [21] allows to compute a medial surface as well as a curve skeleton from
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Figure 1. Patterns showing a non-manifold configuration. (a) Non-
manifold vertex and (b) Non-manifold edge.
a volume.
Geometric methods apply to solid models, meshes or point sets, obtain a
continuous representation of the MAT and rely on the Voronoi diagram. In [25]
and [3] the medial surface is computed from a solid model with arbitrary genus but
no cavities and from a point set representing a surface, respectively. The method
in [26] starts from a mesh which is ﬁrst decomposed and from this decomposition
the curve skeleton is computed, so it follows an inverse strategy of [8].
The last category of methods is based on the computation of generalized ﬁelds
as potential ﬁelds. [13] obtain the medial surface of polyhedral objects and [15] a
method is presented that obtains a hierarchical curve-skeleton and that can be
applied to polyhedral, voxelized and point sets models.
2.2 Thinning and topology preservation
Homotopy or topology preservation is a property that can be guaranteed for thin-
ning methods. An object and its skeleton have the same topology if they have
the same number of connected components, tunnels and cavities [16]. A thinning
algorithm will preserve the topology if only deletion of simple points is allowed.
Deﬁnition of simple point in terms of its foreground and background neighborhood
and in terms of the Euler characteristic of the object and an algorithm based on it
is given in [16]. In [4] a simpliﬁed deﬁnition is given that avoids the computation
of the Euler characteristic.
Topology preservation can also be achieved by detecting patterns or gaps
showing the non-manifold topology [17] of (26, 6) volumes (see Figure 1). There are
several approaches that use these patterns giving diﬀerent algorithms [12],[7], [20],
[23], however the central notion behind them in the concept of simple point.
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Figure 2. Numbering assignment to the 26 neighbors of a voxel which also
correspond to the 26 displacements applied to the object.
3 The thinning algorithm
The algorithm used in this work [12] [23] falls into the ﬁrst category and computes
a discretized medial surface. Those voxels whose deletion by a directional erosion
might not preserve the topology are retained and classiﬁed as gaps, then the region
is eroded and the corresponding residuals computed. These gaps correspond to
the mentioned patterns shown in Figure 1. Gaps and residuals are retained in the
volume since they are part of the skeleton and this process is repeated until no more
progress is made.
Let Z3 be the discrete space and X ⊂ Z3 a volume. The computation of
residuals is based on the expression X⊥B = X\(XoB). B is the so-called structur-
ing element which in this approach is a centered 3x3x3 cubic element which can be
broken into a chain of 6 two-voxel elements that will allow to perform directional
erosions.
For each directional erosion, gaps are computed with a Boolean expression.
For instance, the Boolean expression for direction y+ is:
(X\X0) ∩ ((X7\X6) ∪ (X1\X2) ∪ (X12\X10) ∪ (X9\X8))
∪(X21\X14) ∪ (X23\X15) ∪ (X20\X16) ∪ (X22\X17) (1)
Xi stands for the volume X displaced in the i direction (see Figure 2). There-
fore, the used thinning algorithm can be written as follows:
algorithm T
input: X;
output: S; /* skeleton of X*/
S ← ∅;
L← ∅;
do
/* erosion along y+ */
I ← ∅; /* increment of skeleton */
E ← X ∩X0; /* eroded volume */
R← X\ (E ∪E4); /* residual */
G← (X\X0) ∩ [(X7\X6) ∪ (X1\X2) ∪ . . . ∪ (X22\X17)]; /* gap */
I ← I ∪ R ∪G;
X ← E ∪ I ;
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/* repeat for directions z+, x+, y-, z-, and x- */
. . .
X ← X\L;
S ← S ∪ L;
L← I\L;
until (X = ∅);
S ← S ∪ L;
end.
In this algorithm, we can observe that the thinning eﬀort is concentrated on
the thick region; in other words, once a thin region is obtained, it is removed from
the volume and hence it is no longer considered.
4 Extreme Vertices Encoding
z
y
x
A B C D
∅∅ S1 S2 S3 S4C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) An OPP with two non-manifold edges and five non-manifold
vertices. (b) A brink from vertex A to vertex D. Cuts and sections perpendicular
to the X axis are shown in dark and light grey, respectively.
Any subset of Z3 is geometrically analogue to an orthogonal pseudo-polyhedron
(OPP), that is, a polyhedron with all its faces oriented according to the three or-
thogonal coordinate axes and with a non-manifold boundary [17] (see Figure 3(a)).
Let P be an OPP and Πc a plane whose normal is parallel, without loss of
generality, to the X axis, intersecting it at x = c, where c ranges from −∞ to ∞.
Then, this plane sweeps the whole space as c varies within its range, intersecting
P at some intervals. Let us assume that this intersection changes at c = c1, . . . , cn.
More formally, P ∩ Πci−δ = P ∩ Πci+δ, i = 1, . . . , n, where δ is an arbitrarily
small quantity. Then, Ci(P ) = P ∩ Πci is called a cut of P and Si(P ) = P ∩ Πcs ,
ci < cs < ci+1, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, is called a section of P (see Figure 3(b)) [1].
Since we work with bounded regions, S0(P ) = P ∩ Π−∞ = ∅ and Sn(P ) =
P ∩Π∞ = ∅, n being the total number of cuts along a given coordinate axis.
The concept of cuts and sections can be extended to pseudo-polygons. Hence,
we can compute the 1D cuts and sections of 2D cut Ci(P ) by intersecting it with a
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sweeping line. Each resulting 1D cut is, in general, a set of disjoint segments. Each
of these segments is called a brink. Actually, a brink is a maximal uninterrupted
segment built out of a sequence of collinear edges of P . The ending vertices of a
brink are called extreme vertices. Figure 3(b) shows an OPP with a brink going
from vertex A to vertex D and traversing the non-extreme vertices B and C.
The extreme vertices codiﬁcation of an OPP consists of the set of all its ex-
treme vertices and can obviously be done in six diﬀerent possible ways depending
on the chosen sequence of coordinate axes: XYZ, XZY, YXZ, YZX, ZXY, or ZYX.
Sections can be computed from cuts and vice versa by noting that:
Si(P ) = Si−1(P )⊗ Ci(P ), and Ci(P ) = Si−1(P )⊗ Si(P ), (2)
for i = 1 . . . n, where ⊗ denotes the regularized XOR operation.
This codiﬁcation is a complete B-Rep model provided that the coordinates of
the non-extreme vertices as well as the correct orientation of all the faces can be
computed from the extreme vertices [2]. It have also been proved to be eﬃcient in
terms of memory and computational requirements for several operations performed
on volumes [22].
5 Improved Boolean operations
Two extreme vertices encoded volumes should be encoded using the same sequence
of coordinate axes to perform a Boolean operation between them. Suppose, with-
out loss of generality, that the sequence is XYZ. Any Boolean operation between
two volumes can be reduced to apply the same Boolean operation to the sections
perpendicular to the X axis of both operands, which are 2D objects (images). In
turn, this boils down to apply the same operation to the sections perpendicular to
the Y axis of both operands, which are 1D objects. Finally, 1D Boolean operations
can be reduced to XOR operations between brinks [1]. The ﬁnal reduction to XOR
operations comes from the fact that if P and Q are two OPPs, and EV (P ) and
EV (Q) their respective extreme vertices encodings, then
EV (P ⊗Q) = EV (P )⊗ EV (Q), (3)
which is not true for other Boolean operations. In sum, arbitrary Boolean operations
between extreme vertices encoded OPPs can be carried out, without decompressing
them, by applying recursively the same operation over the corresponding OPP
sections. Figure 4 shows a 2D example in which the sections of A and B are
computed and used to compute the sections of C = A ∩B.
The thinning algorithm in section 3 involves the computation of Boolean
operations between the input object, X , and a displaced version of itself, Xd,
d = 0, . . . , 25. The direct implementation of these operations would require com-
puting the extreme vertices encoding of all possibly displaced operands (i.e., their
cuts and sections) and store or recompute sections of the partial (diﬀerences) re-
sults. These memory and computational requirements can be reduced by taking
into account the following two properties:
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A B C
Figure 4. 2D example of the Boolean operations algorithm.
1. A Boolean operation between two volumes does not use their cuts, just their
sections, and the sections of a displaced volume are the same as those of the
input object, conveniently displaced, that is, Si(Xd) = (Si(X))d, for any i.
2. If we have to compute X♦Xd, where ♦ stands for an arbitrary Boolean oper-
ation, then any section of X perpendicular to the X axis should be operated
with the same, the previous or the next section of X , because all displacements
are unitary, according to the following rules:
Si(X♦Xd) = Si(X)♦Si(Xd), d ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
Si(X♦Xd) = Si(X)♦Si+1(Xd), d ∈ {9, 8, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 25}
Si(X♦Xd) = Si(X)♦Si−1(Xd), d ∈ {10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 21, 23, 24}
This property means that computing the sections of the resulting object only
involves two consecutive sections of the input object and, therefore, they can
be computed sequentially without relying on additional data structures.
Figure 5 shows a 2D example involving an object A and a displaced version
of itself Ad. Sections of Ad are the same as sections of A conveniently translated
and to compute C = A ∩ Ad, only the same or two consecutive sections of A are
involved.
A A Cd
Figure 5. 2D example of the Boolean operations algorithm between an
object and a displacement of itself.
Therefore, computing a Boolean operation between an object X and a dis-
placement of itself Xi does not imply to ﬁrst translate X and then compute sections
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of X and Xi. Instead, only sections of X have to be computed and then translated.
These properties are applied in the computation of the eroded volume: X ∩X0 and
in the computation of the second part (union) of the residual: E∪E4. For directions
y+, y-, z+ and z- (d = 0, 4, 6, 2, respectively) these properties can be recursively
applied to the 2D sections (as in these cases we always operate a 2D section and a
translated version of itself). But for directions x+ and x- (d = 8, 10, respectively)
it is not possible, in general, as in several cases we are operating diﬀerent sections
(Si(X) with Si−1(X)). We could solve this problem by reordering the extreme ver-
tices but this would be more expensive that to perform general Boolean operations
on the corresponding 2D sections.
But where the application of these two properties is more drastic is in the
computation of gaps as in equation 1. We copy this expression here to simplify the
understanding of the following considerations.
(X\X0) ∩ ((X7\X6) ∪ (X1\X2) ∪ (X12\X10) ∪ (X9\X8))
∪(X21\X14) ∪ (X23\X15) ∪ (X20\X16) ∪ (X22\X17)
We apply the two mentioned properties to the computation of X\X0 and
D = X0\X , as explained before. The remaining diﬀerences are translations of D,
so we don’t have to compute them. Equation 1 can be rewritten as:
(X\X0) ∩ U, U = (D6 ∪D2 ∪D10 ∪D8 ∪D14 ∪D15 ∪D16 ∪D17)
Furthermore, we can compute all the unions in U simultaneously and at the
same time that the computation of D.
To compare this improvement with the brute-force computation of equation
1, we consider that sections of partial objects are not stored and consider the opera-
tions of computing sections and translate an object or its sections. The brute-force
computation involves 26 object translations and 17 Boolean operations, each involv-
ing the computation of the sections of two operands: 34 section computation. On
the other hand, the improved version involves 3 section computations: for the ini-
tial object and for the two operands in the last intersection performed, (X\X0)∩U
and 9 section translations: 1 for X0 and 8 for the computation of U . So, from a
theoretic point of view, this is a great improvement that will be corroborated by
the experimental results in the following section.
6 Experimental results
The presented algorithm has been implemented in C on a PC Pentium II/1Ghz with
512 Mbytes of RAM. We have run two algorithms for several phantom examples
as well as for reasonable sized real objects. The ﬁrst algorithm is the previous
one based on the extreme vertices encoding [23] (T1) and the second one is the
improvement presented in this work with the adapted Boolean operations (T2). In
the work where the ﬁrst algorithm was presented we obtained a reduction of almost
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one third of the time by using the extreme vertex codiﬁcation instead of working at
voxel level. Now we have obtained a reduction of approximately 30% (see Figures
6 and 8 and table 6).
Model sizeVoxel sizeEV T1 T2
monster 87x29x62 4288 56 37
vertebra 64x64x64 6028 72.4 49
skull 96x96x69 23464 182 121
Table 1. Obtained values for datasets monster and skull shown in Figures
6 and 8 and for another dataset vertebra. The values showh in this table are the
voxel size (SizeVoxel), number of extreme vertices (sizeEV) and time in seconds for
the previous algorithm (T1) and for the method presented in this work (T2)
Figure 6. The voxel model of the monster dataset and its skeleton.
7 Conclusions and future work
We have presented an improved thinning algorithm by using a suitable codiﬁcation
of the volume, the extreme vertices codiﬁcation. It allows to perform Boolean
operations at a higher level than the usual voxel level. Moreover, as the Boolean
operations involved in the thinning method are performed between objects and
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7. Thinness is incompatible with reconstructability. In general,
original volumes cannot be fully recovered from their skeletons (a) but, if subvoxel
skeletons can be obtained (b), (c), reconstruction errors can be reduced.
displacements of themselves, the basic EVM Boolean operations have been improved
by taking into account this fact.
As thinness is incompatible with reconstructability, computing, subvoxel skele-
tons would be of interest. For example, the object in gray in 7(a) cannot be fully
recovered from its skeleton overlaid in black but, if we are able to obtain subvoxel
skeletons, the reconstruction error can be bounded to the thickness of the obtain
skeleton, as shown in ﬁgure 7(b) and (c).
Note that all displacements in the thinning algorithm can be reduced to obtain
skeletons at a higher resolution than that of a voxel, that is, to obtain subvoxel
skeletons. Moreover, an even more interesting generalization is possible: since the
presented thinning algorithm can be fully described using only Boolean operations of
a volume and displaced versions of itself, it is not strictly necessary to use voxelized
volumes. Actually, it can be applied to any volume in any representation that allow
boolean and displacement operations to be perform eﬃciently.
Computing subvoxel skeletons using the extreme vertices encoding can be
done with the same presented method. Actually, working with this model does
not restrict to integer coordinates. Extreme vertices may have ﬂoat values but
Boolean operations doesn’t involve ﬂoat operations as they only have to perform
XOR operations (i.e., comparations).
As a future work, we plan to use the extreme vertices codiﬁcation to devise
medial surface and curve extraction methods falling into the categories of geometric
and generalized ﬁelds methods.
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Figure 8. Top: A voxel volume of part of a human skull. Bottom: its
skeleton, overlaid on the original voxel volume (in wireframe).
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